CREATING COURSE NOTES FROM AN ANNOTATED SAS PROGRAM
Karen G. Malley, ARC Professional Services Group, Inc.

ABSTRACT
Put a RUN statement just before the PAGE statement. This
is one of the few occasions for using a RUN statement In
batch mode. n forces SAS to print any NOTes generated by
the last example of a topic before going on to the next topic
(page).
Without RUN. notes such as "DATA SET
WORK.WEATHER HAS 6 OBSERVATIONS ... " would appear
on the next page just before the first DATA or PROC step in
that set of examples, totally out of context.

2.

A nonstandard approach to the prgparation of course notes for an
introductory-level SAS course Is described. The use of a
thoroughly-commented SAS log provides a m9Chanism for easy
updating as new features of SAS are 8vaUable, and appeals to
students with diverse backgrounds since there can be much to look
at and learn from in the SAS log.

Since the PAGE statement is not reprinted In the SAS log. put

INTRODUCTION

it on the same line as the RUN statement (RUN; PAGE;).
OthelWise students wonder why there is
number.

The main set of notes for an Introductory-level SAS course'
consists of the output of a long batch SAS job, in which
strategically placed comments help guide too students through the
material. To improve the readabHity of the notes, the following
guidefines were fonowed, which could be applied to any material in
the SAS system that can be put into a batch job.
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Output is printed on S·hoJe.punehed paper (FORMS.999).
output is formatted to 78 columns using the OPTIONS
statement (80 columns is too wide for this form). Be sure the
the DATE and NUMBER system options are turned on. At
the first class session, help the students find the start of the
SAS log and the print file (tell them the page numbers in the
log are in the upper left~hand-side, in the print file on the
upper rlght~hand~side). Use the PAGE statement to start
each new topic on a new page. See Figure 1.
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Figure 2 Each new topic begins on a new page

Material at the start of each new topic is enclosed in a box of
asterisks to set it apart. Explain that the boxes are really
comment statements, especially if the text in the box contains
a semicolon. In FtgUre 3, the semicolon on the line with
"form:" actually ends the comment begun on the upper lefthand-side of the box. The next semicolon on the same line
(right~hand-side of the box) begins a new comment. which
ends at the lowe.- right~hand-slde of the box .

3.

II EXI!C SAS
I*J08OOT FORMS.,999, BUP;ST-Y
IltrrSIN DD •
OPTIONS LSz78 DATE NOMB&R; PAG!!;
*.***.**.*.****************~************

.

missing line

Defer explanations of RUN and PAGE until later in the course
when students have gotton used to the unusual format, and
have a better concept of step boundaries.

On the first day of this class, a much smaller batch job output is
also distributed, for students to compare the 8.5x11 format of their
notes with the usual 132-column computer paper, to help them
understand that their course notes are just another SAS run ijust
a very long one).
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Use the LIST statement in DATA stops wherever possible,
and follow each DATA step with a PROC PRINT of the new
SAS data set (se9 Figure 4). Than students can see both tha
input and the ou1puI of the DATA step. Note that students wJ1i
confuse the LIST statement with 'isr styte INPUT unless you
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warn them. It is also helpful to show them a different job
output that reads an external file with a long record length. for
them to learn to use the RULE rnalkings that wrap onto the
next line.
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To explain SAS date values, print the Input data lines, the
unformatted SAS date value. and the formatted SAS date
value. See Figure 7.

73.S
24.5
66.0
65.2

(program)
DATA RAYLEIOBl

*

date valu"" handl...d;

INPUT TBSTDATI: DATE9. +1 ORIGIN $6. +1 PURIFIER $15.
+1 WEIGBT 7.;
LIST;
CAmS;
29N0Vl893 NO
BOT IRON
2.30143
5DltC1893 NO
BOT IRON
2.29816
(;DltC1893 NO
BOT IRON
2.30182

Comments inside OATA or PRce steps explain the example
currently being covered in class (Figure 5). Put at least one
comment into each DATA or PROC step, aven if you think the
purpose of the example should be obvious. Whenever
possble, put In extra examples that you usually would not
have time to cover, in case the class moves more quickly than
usual, or to give more advanced students something to look
at while you help slower students with questions.

( .. te.)
PROC PRINT;
'1'1'1'1.& 'SAS PATA SBT RAYIAlaB';
TITLl:2 'TESmAn: IS ONTOPMII.T'1'!.D FOR PRINTING':
PROC PRUeTt
TITLE2 'TI:STDATE IS J'OPMII.TT'BD FOR PRINTING';
FOPMII.T TESTDATE DATE9.;

(Print t'i1e)

oe,

PROC PRINT VA'1'A...cQHPANY;
TITLE '&A.S PATA SET COMPANY';
FORMll'l' NE'l'WORTR 15.2;
" without the FORMllT "tat.eIUnt, PROC PRINT rounded the

,
,
2

value" t.o intaqor";

BAS DATA SI!:T RAYLBIGH
TI!:STDATE IS UNl'ORHA!l'TUJ rOR PRINTING

TESTDATE
-24138
-24132
-24131

t..te.)

DA'l'A Sell

"clent.i1'ic notati.on is acc"ptable num.. ric data;

ORIGIN
NO
NO
NO

PURIFII!:R
ROT IRON
BOT IROft
BOT IROft

""IGRT
2.30143
2.29816
2.30182

SAS DATA SET RAYLEIGH
TEBTDATE IS 1'0PM!l.TTED FOR PRINTING

" 5£-7 _an" 0.0000005;
INPUT SIOTIN MOBILITY;
LIST;

OBS

CAJU)S;

1415
5&-7 1354
lE-(; 1311

lote.)

TESTDATE

ORIGIN

11/H/93

12/05/93

NO
NO

12/06/93

NO

FUP.JFIER
110'1'
110'1'
110'1'

IRON
IPON
IPON

WEIGHT
:.30143

:. ::9816
2.30182

(ete.)

Figure 5 Add many SAS comment statements to examples
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Figure 4 Students see both Input and output of DATA step
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Figure 7 SAS date values illustrated

The fact that the LIST statement dumps the contents of the
input buffer into the SAS log can be used to illustrate the
difference between I and #n in the INPUT statement. Using
#n, the input buffer in n lines long, and all input lines are
reprinted in the log. Using I, only the last nne of the
observation from the data file is reprinted. See Figure 6.
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To illustrate system-dependent commands, such as the JCL
needed for a batch SAS job (Figure 8), enclose the
explanatory text and the example completely in comments.
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Figure 8 Enclose JCL In comments
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Developing examples for SAS procedures Is particularly easy.
Figure 9 shows part of the PROC PRINT section of the
course.

PROC PRINT;
TITLE 'PROC PRINT';
TITLB2 '''1'1'8 NO PROCBDURE INFORMATION BtATEM.INTS';
PROC PIUNT;
ID SUBJ;
TITLB2 'WITH AN ID STATEM!.NT';
PROC PRINT;
VAR stlBJ SEX X1-X11;
rORHII.T X1-Xll 6.2;
'l'ITL&2 'WIT8 A VAR AND roP.Mill' STATEH.IN't';
RUN/PAGE;

MU'~au.

WDATI01IS COI:ILII IIQl' BB

Figure 10 Force warning messages

Figure 9 PROC step examples are easy to create
a track with and without a LENGTH statement. See Figure

11.
10. It is important to intentionally show warning messages and
notes indicating potential problems (see Figure 10). However,
the main set of course notes should not contain errors
(intentional or otherwise), because students wonder if they
can rely on the notes at all when they see "ERRORS ON
PAGE n" at the end of the SAS log. Show real error
messages in a separate job. The course notes job is a good
place to explain _N_, _ERROR_. and how to read and make
use of messages about missing values being generated: "2 at
2404:5."
Many people use SAS for years without
understanding some of these messages.

DATA SBT WORK.LBSIONS HAS 10 OBSt:RVATIONS AND 5 VARIABLBS.
1066 OBs/TU.
tfi th the LIlNGT'H statement:

DATA SET WORK. Lt:SIONS HAS 10 OBSERVATIONS AND 5 VAP.IABLES.
3352 OBs/TRK.

Figure 11 log shows effect of LENGTH statement

11. This format of course notes is well suited to showing the
efficiency introduced by the use of the LENGTH statement to
decrease the number of bytes used to store integers.
Students can compare the -number of observations that fit on

12. One OATA step can Hlustrate several concepts. The exampte
below shows the usefulness of the END:: option when using
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the sum statement (TOTAL + COUNT) to accumulate totals.
This is the first time the PUT statement is seen by the
students as well.
Students know that If they do not
understand the form of the PUT statement here, they'n get it
later when that topic Is discussed In depth, and they can
concentrate on the function of the sum statement. Later on,
when the PUT statement is covered, some students already
have a sense of its use.
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By carefully adding additional features into examples. or by
adding advanced examples that you cover in class only when
students request it, you can give the more experienced
students something to look at and learn about, while working
with beginners on elementary concepts. See Figure 12.

"Introduction to SAS at NIH", by Karen G. Malley at the
Labo<alory 01 Statistical and Malhomatical Methodology, Division
of Computer Research and Technofogy, National Institutes of
Heahh, Bethesda, Maryland with contributions by Ray Danner,
Laura Brachman. and Elvira Agron.

DATA HELP:
INI"ILI CAJWS END"XI
INPUT MONTH $ COUNT;
TOTAL + COUNT:
Ir X"l T.HDII PUT 'TOTAL RZQOJilSTS rOR PROGRAHMING'
'ASSISTANCE yJtAR-TO-DAT!. I S '
TOTAL:
CAlWS;
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

402
501
603
450

( .. t.c.)

Figure 12 lIIustrattng several concepts at once

13. Until you can tell that the students understand the way in
which the notes were produced, keep repeating that it is a
real SAS run, just a very long one with lots of DATA and
PROC steps. After they get used to the idea, they find'
additional things in the log to ask you about, such as why
does SAS keep putting the word WORK in front of each data
set name. Also, there are many chances for them to
understand a concept if they missed it th~ first time around,
because the concept keeps showing up in later examples,
such as the @@ in an INPUT statement.

14. One logistical problem for the students Is how to look at the
SAS log and print file simultaneously (to compare the input
and output of a DATA step or PROC step). If there is enough
desk space in the classroom, they can set up two piles. and
leaf through them separately. Students report that this
completely sotves the problem. If there isn't enough desk
space, they are forced to spend time and energy flipping back
and forth between the two.

CONCLUSIONS
Annotated output provides real-life SAS runs for students to learn
from. New features in SAS are easily added in examples, and
when the job is rerun to generate a new set of noles, the notes are
automatically updated by the SAS system itself, rather than the
course author trying 10 reproduce SAS output using a text editor.
The SAS log also has p!enty of ''white space" on which the
students can write notes.
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